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Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

“BarosVision” is a Bulgarian company of a new generation. 

Established in 2007 with the name “Baros” LTD, then later in 2011 
renamed to “BarosVision” to conform to the goals it has set, we 
continue to design and produce innovative solutions for glass railing 
systems. We can now offer our customers: Frameless aluminum “U” 
channels, glass and stainless steel solutions, aluminum accessories 
and more. We supply all our raw materials from reputable and 
respected suppliers. 

For the last 4 years we have been activly exporting  our goods 
to European and non European countries. We specialise in the 
production of innovative, new generation systems and we will 
continue to do so, thanks to our extensive experience in the 
installation field. With huge investments in production, certifications, 
research and development we have secured our place in the 
European market.
Our Vision line offers impressive aesthetics and high safety ratings. 

We pride ourselves upon being able to deliver the perfect balance 
of quality, innovation and price.of 
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Components
 2  3

Precise aligment from 
the inside of the pro�le. 

Top and underfloor mount

5m channel
4 Anchors per meter

To produce the BV9900 we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well 
known for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 16.30-21.52mm 

Regulated System 
up to 4 kN

16.3-21,52 mm glass.
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 1  4

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS Baros Vision

PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

BEGINING AND 
END COVER

BV 9900K

PLASTIC INSERTS 
K9900-16 (16mm)  
K9900-20 (20mm)

BV9900 – is our innovative and most technically advanced glass 
railing. With over 15 months of development and prototyping, we 
were able to deliver ease of installation to a whole new level. Precise 
alignment of the glass is made from the safety of the inside of the 
bacony with just a hexagon M5 key, all done in seconds with an 
electric screwdriver. Its strength of up to 4kN using standard tempered 
laminated glass makes this system among the most desirable solutions 
on the Market.

Durability is a key priority for not only for us and but also for our 
customers. This is why we made the internal moving parts from Inox 
and we also use a special patented blend of plastic with twice the 
recommended UV protection. Rubber seals are made from the most 
durable EPDM and have the highest UV protection.

BV9900 is a system that will withstand anything it’s subject to like: 
Wind, Rain, Salt, and Uv-rays. BV9900 successfully covered certification 
for residential, domestic,and industrial together with heavy human 
traffic applications. It is proven that the glass railing system is suitable 
for any usage.
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 1

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

To achieve perfect alignment use the two left 
most screws. First one tilts the glass towards you, 
the second opposite direction. When perfect 
alignment is achieved secure all other screws.  

2. Place system and secure
using a rachet spanner

To achieve perfect alignment use the two left 
most screws. First one tilts the glass towards you, 
the second opposite direction. When perfect 
alignment is achieved secure all other screws.  

3. Place back rubber seal and
back plastic insert and laminated glass. 

2. Place system and secure
using a rachet spanner

3. Place out facing rubber seal and
plastic inserts.

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor in to allocated place.

5. Finished look. 4. Insert regulating system and align glass
as shown on bigger picture.

 4 5

5. Finished look.4. Place the glass and regulate as show in the
bigger picture.

 4  5

 1

 2

 3

 2

 3

 11

INTEGRATED - BV 9900

INSTALL GUIDEINSTALL GUIDE
BASE MOUNT - BV 9900
ANIMATION HERE

 6
ANIMATION HERE
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To produce the BV9900S we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well 
known for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 15-21.52mm glass. 

Precise aligment from the 
inside of the profile. Side 

mount

5m channel, cover 9901S 
4 Anchors per meter

Regulated profile 
up to 4 kN

16.3-21,52 mm glass.
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BV 9900S

BEGINING AND 
END COVER

BV 9901SK

SIDE COVER

 BV 9901S

Components
 2  3  4

1

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

SERIES 
BV 9900S

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

PLASTIC INSERTS 
K9900-16 (16mm)  
K9900-20 (20mm)

Cross Anchors

Pr
of
ile

BV9900S – is our innovative and most technically advanced glass railing 
system for side mount. With over 15 months of development and 
prototyping, we were able to deliver ease of installation to a whole new 
level. Precise alignment of the glass is made from the safety of the inside 
of the balcony with just a hexagon M5 key, all done in seconds with an 
electric screwdriver. Its strength of up to 4kN using standard tempered 
laminated glass makes this system among the most desirable solutions 
on the Market.

Durability is a key priority for not only for us and but also for our 
customers. This is why we made the internal moving parts from Inox and 
we also use a special patented blend of plastic with twice the 
recommended UV protection. Rubber seals are made from the most 
durable EPDM and have the highest UV protection.

BV9900S is a system for a side mount that will withstand any weather 
conditions it’s subjected to like: Wind, Rain, Salt, and Uv-rays. BV9900S 
successfully covered certification for side mounting for residential, 
domestic, and industrial together with heavy human traffic applications. 
It is proven that the glass railing system is suitable for any usage requiring 
a side mount.
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To achieve perfect alignment use the two left 
most screws. First one tilts the glass towards you, 
the second opposite direction. When perfect 
alignment is achieved secure all other screws.  

 6  5  4

6. Finished look. 4. Place outer plastic insert5. Insert regulating system and regu-
late as shown in the bigger picture.

Side m
ount

5m channel
4 anchors per meter

Uses a wedge to secure 
the glass

SERIES
 BV 7500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SIDE MOUNT - BV 9900S

INSTALL GUIDE
Baros Vision

PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

3. Place out facing lid and
rubber seal.

2. Place system and secure
using a rachet spanner

 2

 1

 3

BV7500 is our newest designed in-house glass railing system for top 
mount. This budget-oriented system provides a sleek finish, ease of 
installation, and requires minimum maintenance. The glass is secured in 
seconds using wedges and a wedge inserter. The wedges and profile 
design are ridged to remove the possibility of loose wedges which is a 
common problem with this type of design. You can rest assured that 
even after heavy use the system will keep its integrity.

Durability is a high priority for us and for our customers, this is why we 
made the internal parts from special plastic with UV protection. The 
rubber seals made from EPDM are perfectly suited for exposure to the 
sun thanks to their UV protection. BV7500 can be used for any 
meteorological conditions. Every part of this system has been designed 
to ease the installation and to reduce the risk factors associated with it. 
With our experience in the field, we know the technical challenges that 
can arise and so we designed the system with extra care.

BV7500 successfully covers all residential and domestic applications. 
With certification for up to 2kN.
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To produce the BV7500 we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well known 
for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 12.76-17.52mm glass. 

WEDGE AND 
PLASTIC INSERT

K7500-16 (16mm)
K7500-12 (12mm)

BEGINING AND END 
COVER
 BV 7500K  

Components

Sid
e 

m
ou

nt

1

 2  3

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

2. Place consoles and secure
using a rachet spanner

3. Place out facing lid and
plastic inserts.

4. Insert the glass, place wedges
and secure like in the bigger

picture.

5. Place inside lid and
������������

6. Finished look.

Once all wedges are in place, use wedge inserter and  
a hammer to insert them untill the glass is locked. 

To achieve good alignment use a shared console (2+1)

 2

 3

 1

 4  5  6

SERIES
 BV 7500
TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

BASE MOUNT - BV 7500

INSTALL GUIDE
Pr
of
ile
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To produce the BV6500 we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well known 
for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 16.76-21,52 mm glass. 

5m channel
4 anchors per meter

up to 3 kN
16.76-21,52 mm glass.

Base m
ountBa

se
 m
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nt

Components
 2  3

BEGINING AND 
END COVER

BV 6500K

WEDGE AND 
PLASTIC INSERTS

K6500-20mm
K6500-16mm 

 4 1

SERIES
 BV 6500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

SERIES
 BV 6500
TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

Uses a wedge to secure 
the glass

BV6500 is our heavy-duty budget-oriented glass railing system that 
offers industrial-strength. Our team of in-house engineers designed the 
profile so it would provide easy and fast installation, with minimum 
maintenance required. The glass panels are secured in seconds using 
wedges and a wedge inserter.

Strength and durability are priorities for every glass railing. This is the 
reason why the internal parts are manufactured using special plastic 
with added UV protection and the rubber seals are made of EPDM with 
excellent UV protection.

BV6500 can be used in every weather condition. Every part of this glass 
railing system is made in such a way that it ensures an easy and 
problem-free installation. Our experience in the field helps us to know all 
the technical challenges which the parts may cause, taking that into 
account we designed the system with extra care. BV6500 is a great 
choice for industrial and other applications. Certificated for up to 3kN 
pressure.
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1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

Once all wedges are in place, use wedge inserter and 
a hammer to insert them untill the glass is locked. 

6. Finished look.

3. Place outfacing rubber seal
and plastic inserts.

4. Insert the glass and secure as
show in the bigger picture.

 1

 2

 3

 6  5  4

Base/C
anopy m

ount
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3м channel cover 6501
4/8 anchors per meter

Uses a wedge to secure 
the glass

Continious profile 
16.76 - 21.52mm glass

5. Place beginning and end
covers 

SERIES
 BV 6500L

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

INSTALL GUIDE
BASE MOUNT - BV 6500

BV6500L is our L-shaped system that can be used as a glass canopy or 
glass railing. Specially designed by our engineers, this railing system has 
industrial strength, offers easy installation, and requires very little 
maintenance after it is mounted. The glass panels are secured in 
seconds using wedges and a wedge inserter.

Durability is the main priority for us as well as for our clients. This is the 
reason why the internal parts are manufactured using special plastic 
with added UV protection and the rubber seals are made of EPDM with 
excellent UV protection. The glass railing system BV6500L can be used 
for every meteorological condition. Every part of this glass balustrade 
has been planned to ease the installation and the associated risk 
factors. Our experience in the field helps us to know all the technical 
challenges which the parts may cause, taking that into account we 
designed the system with extra care.

BV6500L successfully covers residential, domestic, industrial, and heavy 
human traffic applications. With certification for up to 3kN.

2.. Place profile and secu
using a rachet spanner
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To produce the BV6500L we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well 
known for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 16,76-21,52mm glass. 

WEDGE AND PLASTIC 
INSERT

K6500L-20 (20mm)
K6500L-16 (16mm)

BEGINING AND END 
COVER
BV 6501LK

SIDE COVERS 
BV 6501L

Components
 2  3  4
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1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

3. Place pastic inserts and glass.

4. Place wedges and secure
like shown in the bigger picture.

5. Place internal cover and
end covers.

6. Finished look.

 5

 5

 6

 2

 3

 4

 1

 1

SERIES
 BV 6500L

TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

Once all wedges are in place, use wedge inserter and 
a hammer to insert them untill the glass is locked. 

INSTALL GUIDE
BASE MOUNT - BV 6500L
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Components
 2  3

BEGINING AND END COVER
BV 5500K

 1
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SERIES
 BV 5500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

SERIES  
BV 5500

TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
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6m channel
Does not use lids

Secure glass without a 
wedge

To produce the BV6500L we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well 
known for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 16,76-21,52mm glass. 
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Base m
ount

PLASTIC 
INSERT

K5500-12 (8-10-12mm) 

BV5500 is our glass railing system specially designed to use thinner glass. 
It offers fast installation and requires minimal maintenance afterward. 
Specific for this glass railing is that the glass is secured using a pushing 
profile which is secured with a hexagon key. Due to its unique design, it 
can be well used with a variety of glass thicknesses: 8 mm, 10 mm, 12 m 
tempered or 5 + 5, 6 + 6.

The system’s strength and durability are important factors for us and for 
our clients. This is why we have manufactured the internal parts from 
special plastic with UV protection. This system is attached with the usage 
of OMO concrete screws (included in the package) for the fastest 
possible installation.

BV5500 best-suited applications are for ground floors or poolside fences. 
When a handrail is used this system can be also utilized for domestic 
applications.

���������
8-12mm glass,

����ed installation.
Pr

ofi
le
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 5

4. Secure the glass as shown
in the bigger picture.

3. Place plastic inserts and insert
the tempered glass.

system.
6. Finished look.

1. Mark up, drill, vacuum.

 4 5 6

 2

 1

 3
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INSTALL GUIDE
BASE MOUNT - BV 5500

17

D
escription

Base m
ount

SERIES  
BV 4500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

6m channel 
4 anchors per meter

Continious profile
12.3-17.52mm glass,
Simpli�ed installation.

Uses a wedge to secure 
the glass

Use a hexagon size:2 key to secure the glass. 

BV4500 is our compact but extremely sturdy glass railing system. At a 
height of just 80mm this technical marvel of a system provides ease of 
installation, great strength, and requires minimum maintenance. The 
glass is secured in seconds using wedges and a wedge inserter.

As with every glass railing system that we offer, the main factors here are 
strength and durability. For the manufacturing of the internal parts of 
BV4500, we have used special plastic and rubber seals from EPDM. The 
design of the parts makes the system suitable for exposure to the sun 
thanks to its UV protection. BV4500 can be used for all meteorological 
conditions. Thanks to our experience in the field we have designed the 
system in such a way that the installation is easy and all the technical 
obstacles that could arise during the process are eliminated.

BV4500 successfully covers all residential and domestic applications 
while being small and barely noticeable. This system is certified at 2kN.

2.. Place profile and secure to t
floor using OMO screws.
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2 consoles per meter
and cover 9501K. 4. Place wedges and secure

like shown in the bigger picture.

1

To produce the BV4500 we use the highest quality series of aluminum EN AW 6063, its well known 
for its extreme strength and elastic resistance designed to work with 12.76-17.52mm glass. 

BEGINING AND END COVER
BV 4500K

 1

 3

6. Finished look.

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

3. Place pastic inserts, out facing
rubber gasket and glass.

 2

 3

 1

 5  6 4
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SERIES  
BV 4500

TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
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INSTALL GUIDE
BASE MOUNT - BV 4500

 2

WEDGE AND PLASTIC 
INSERT

K4500-16 (16mm) 
K4500-12 (12mm)

2.. Place profile and secure to t
floor using OMO screws.

Once all wedges are in place, use wedge inserter and 
a hammer to insert them untill the glass is locked. 
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4-6 standoffs
per meter

Handmade.

Solid stainless steel 
304 12-30mm glass

Components

TOP PART BOTTOM PART PLASTIC INSERTS

 2  3  4

ANCHOR

 5
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SERIES  
BV 3500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
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SERIES  
BV 3500

TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
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Side m
ount

BV3500 is a glass standoff. Its a Machined solid stainless-steel sys -
tern which provides incredible strength, clean look and variety of 
mount options. The system is side mounted and can be used for 
Juliet balconies, staircases, glass balustrades. 

BV3500 can hold a triplex glass of l 2-30mm. The height of the 
glass is 90-l 30cm depending on the hand rail type used. The glass 
adapters are made from 304 Stainless Steel which is a practical 
choice for most environments due to its exceptional corrosion 
resistance. This stainless-steel adapter provides an at tractive, 
clean finish and a low maintenance. The system can be finished 
with a decorative aluminum slimline handrail wx6023 for a more 
limitless look or with a standard handrail available in square 
wx6024 and round shape wx6022. 

BV3500 is an excellent choice for a modern looking Juliet balco - 
ny, a minimalistic staircase or a glass balustrade. 
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1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and chemical anchor.

4-6 standoffs per meter

Regulated system

Stainless steel 316
12-24mm glass

 1  2

 3

BV3500RS is our innovative all-axis regulating stainless steel 316 
standoff. Designed by our team of engineers it allows correction 
in every axis, up-down,left, right, forward and backwards.

BV3500RS is designed to hold 12-25.52mm glass thickness. It can 
be used withboth tempered and laminated glass. Stainless steel 
316 offers thebest weather and corrosion resistancefor your 
project. The system can be inished with a decorative aluminum 
slimline handrail wx6023 for a less obstructed view or with a
standard handrail available in square wx6024 and round shape 
wx6022.

BV3500RS is a perfect solution for a juliet balcony, glass 
staircase, balustrade.
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INSTALL GUIDE
SIDE MOUNT - BV 3500

SERIES  
BV 3500

TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

A
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escription
Side m

ount

 4

2. Place base and plalstic proctection.

3. Place the glass. 4. Secure top of standoffs.

5. Finished look.



To produce the BV 3500RS we use  stainless steel 316 series of inox, its well known for its excellent 
strength and corrosion resistance designed to work with 12-30mm glass.  

Components

TOP PART PLASTIC INSERTS MIDDLE PART STANDOFF BASE 

 1  4 2  3

6. Finished look.5. Once everything is in place
screw on top part of the standoff

4. Place glass on and regulate
if required like in picutre B

 1

3. Screw on middle part and plastic
covers. 

 4  5  6

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

 2
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Side m
ount

Side m
ount SERIES

 BV 3500RS
TECHICAL INFORMATION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

O50

A - You can adjust standoff position 

B -  You can move backwards or forewards 
to regulate the glass.

A

B
1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and

chemical anchor.

 3

INSTALL GUIDE
SIDE MOUNT - BV 3500RS

30   
31



  

2 columns and
4 standoffs per meter

Also available in Gloss 
and 316. Handmade.

Brushed solid 
stainless steel 304
12-25.52mm glass

3. Place plastic protectors and insert the glass

2. Mount and secure the columns.

4. Secure the glass with the top part
of the standoffs. 

 1  2

 3  4

 5
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INSTALL GUIDE
BASE  MOUNT - BV 2500
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SERIES  
BV 2500
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

5. Finished look

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

BV2500 is a stainless-steel column for base mounting, suitable for 
staircases, terraces and canopies. Designed by our team of fitters 
and manufactured by hand in our factory. We also offer a side 
mounted variant.

BV2500 is installed with chemical or mechanical anchors and it 
can hold a glass of 12mm-25.52mm.The columns are made from 
304 Stainless Steel, which is a practical choice for most en-
vironments due to its exceptional corrosion resistance. This stain - 
less-steel column provides an attractive, clean finish and a low 
maintenance. The system can be finished with a decorative 
aluminum slimline handrail wx6023 for a more limitless look or with 
a standard handrail available in square wx6024 and round shape 
wx6022. 

BV2500 is a good choice for staircases, glass railings, balustrades 
and moderate to high human traffic. 



2 columns and
4 standoffs per meter

Also Available in Gloss 
and 316. Handmade.

Brushed solid 
stainless steel 304
12-25.52mm glass

4. Secure the glass with the top part
of the standoffs. 

3. Place plastic protector and insert the glass.

 1  2

 3  4

 5
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INSTALL GUIDE
SIDE MOUNT - BV 2500 SM
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SERIES  
BV 2500SM

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Baros Vision
PREMIUM GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS

5. Finished look

1. Drill, vacuum, insert glue and
chemical anchor.

2. Mount and secure the columns.

BV2500SM is a stainless-steel column for side mounting, suitable for 
staircases, terraces and canopies Designed by our team of fitters 
and manufactured by hand in our factory. It has a side and base 
mounting option. 

BV2500SM is installed with chemical anchors and it can hold a 
glass of l 2mm-25.52mm. The columns are made from 304 Stain-
less Steel, which is a practical choice for most environments due 
to its exceptional corrosion resistance. This stainless-steel column 
provides an attractive, clean finish and a low maintenance. The 
system can be finished with a decorative aluminum slim-line 
handrail wx6023 for a more limitless look or with a standard 
handrail available in square wx6024 and round shape wx6022. 

BV2500SM is a good choice for canopies, staircases, glass mil ings, 
and moderate to high human traffic. 
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BV 9900 BV 9900S BV 7500 BV 6500

BV 6500L BV 5500 BV 4500

BV 3500BV 3500RS BV 2500 BV 2500SM INOX

Round Aluminum handrail. Can be used on glass from 16-24mm. Uses a rubber 
gasket for sizes up to 20mm.  Code: WX 6022K

Square Aluminum handrail. Can be used on glass from 16-24mm. Uses a rubber 
gasket for sizes up to 20mm.  Code: WX 6024K

Slim-line decorative handrail. Can be used on glass from 16-20mm.
Secured with silicon. Does not use a rubber gasket. Code: WX 6023

HANDRAILS

WX 6024

WX 6023

GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
Baros Vision

WX 6022/12 WX 6022/16 WX 6022/20

3
8
,7
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WX 6024/12 WX 6024/16 WX 6024/20

2
5
,5

28,1

WX 6023/12 WX 6023/16 WX 6023/20

7
,5

17,8

8
,5

21,5

8
,5

25,8
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5. Finished look

WX 6022
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Code: BV 6024K Code: BV 6024S Code: BV 6022S Code: BV 6022K

90 ° Bend

135 ° Bend
Code: BV 6022B/90 Code: BV 6024B/90 Code: BV 6023B/90

Code: BV 6022B/135 Code: BV 6024B/135 Code: BV 6023B/135

Code: BV 6022F Code: BV 6024F Code: BV 6023F

Connectors

Connectors
HAND RAIL ACCESSORIES

M16 M8 Chemical anchor

Contains: M16 + M8 Contains: Omo screw

OMO screw

Size: 100x16mm 50x8mm
Strenght - 8.8
Compatible with:  
BV9900 
BV9900S
BV9500 
BV9500S
BV8500 
BV7500 
BV6500 
BV6500L 
BV4500

Size: 100x6mm
Direct install
Compatible with: 
BV5500 

GLASS RAILING SYSTEMS
Baros Vision

M10 Chemical anchor

Contains: M10 anchor + 
washer + nut  

Contains: M8 acnhor + 
washer + nut

ANCHORS
M8 Chemical anchor

Size: 140x10mm
Strenght - 8.8
Compatible with: 
BV9900 
BV9900S
BV9500 
BV9500S
BV6500 
BV6500L

Size: 120x8mm
Strenght - 8.8
Compatible with: 
BV8500 
BV7500
BV4500 

Mechanical anchor

Contains: Mechanical anchor

M8 ~ 15anchors 
M10 ~12 anchors 
M12 ~10 achors

Chemical Glue 410ml

Size: 140x10mm
Strenght - 8.8
Compatible with: 
BV9900 
BV9900S
BV9500 
BV9500S
BV8500 
BV7500
BV6500
BV6500L
BV4500

Related standard: TSE EN 1504-3 
Licence number: 1783-CPR-546

Compressive strength 
Method: EN 12190 :Class R2

Chloride ion content
Method: EN 1015-17 :0.0056%

Glass transition temperature (Tg) 
Method: EN 12614 : 74°C

Reaction to fire
Method: EN 13501-1:Euroclass E
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CERTIFICATION

GLASS RAILING VISION www.barosvision.com

ISO and frameless system certifica-
tion available on:ti
www.Barosvision.com/ISO 
Or alternatively scan the QR code.
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NEED GLASS ?

What we can offer:
- Laminated glass
- Tempered glass
- Anti-hurricane glass
- Curved glass
- Digitally printed glass
- Insulating glass
- Floors and stairs
- Structural glass
- Bulletproof glass

SCAN ME

www.barosglass.com

NOTES
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With talented and highly qualified profes-
sionals, BarosGlass offers the well-known and 
complete range of products and services for 
architects and private clients. 

Working alongside some of the world’s lead-
ing architects, BarosGlass is aiming to be the 
number one supplier for luxury glazing proj-
ects in Europe.

We work with all the latest and greatest glass 
processing machines on the market. We laid 
our foundations upon 35,000sq/m of factory 
space with a production team of over 250 
highly trained personnel.
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„BAROS VISION“ LTD

Plovdiv, Bulgaria 
Factory: Asenovgradsko Shose next to KCM 

Contacts:

Sales@barosvision.com
Tel.: +359 888 553 005
Tel.: +359 876 080 892
Tel.: +44  7450 254 451

Website:

www.barosvision.com

www.barosglass.com




